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Abstract

A fundamental concern for researchers who analyze and design experiments is

that the estimate obtained from the experiment might not be externally valid

for other policies of interest. Researchers often attempt to assess external

validity by comparing data from an experiment to external data. In this paper,

I discuss approaches from the treatment effects literature that researchers can

use to begin the examination of external validity internally, within the data

from a single experiment. I focus on presenting the approaches simply using

stylized examples.

1 | INTRODUCTION

The traditional reason that a researcher runs an experiment is to address selection into treatment. A researcher might
be worried that individuals with better outcomes regardless of treatment are more likely to select into treatment, so the
simple comparison of treated to untreated individuals will reflect a selection effect as well as a treatment effect. By
running an experiment, the reasoning goes, a researcher isolates a single treatment effect by eliminating selection.
However, there is still room for selection within an experiment. In many experiments, some lottery losers receive
treatment and some lottery winners do not. In this paper, I focus on experiments with “two‐sided noncompliance,” in
which both occur.

Some researchers view this type of selection as immaterial, and they discard information on which individuals
select into treatment by focusing on the comparison of all lottery winners to all lottery losers. Other researchers view
this type of selection as a nuisance, and they alter information on which individuals select into treatment by en-
couraging all individuals to comply with random assignment. I view this type of selection as a useful source of
information that can be combined with assumptions to learn about the external validity of an experiment in the
tradition of Heckman et al. (2000). The ability to learn from information on selection gives a researcher new reasons to
run an experiment. An experiment is no longer a tool that eliminates selection; it is a tool that identifies selection.
Furthermore, under ancillary assumptions, an experiment is no longer a tool that isolates a single treatment effect; it is
a tool that identifies a range of heterogeneous treatment effects.

The central idea of this paper is that examination of how treatment effects vary with selection into treatment can
inform external validity. Instead of thinking about external validity with respect to a setting, it is useful to think about
external validity with respect to a policy. An experiment introduces a new policy to lottery winners and retains the
current policy for lottery losers. The treatment effect obtained within the experiment is the treatment effect induced by
the shift from the current policy to the new policy. Different policies could induce different individuals to select into
treatment and thus have different impacts. I illustrate how data on individuals who select into treatment and
institutional details can be used to predict the impact of specific alternative policies. Alternative policies can be within
the setting of the experiment or within an entirely different setting, although external validity in other settings requires
stronger assumptions.

I focus on how researchers can use recent advances from the treatment effects literature to begin examination of
external validity within an experiment. I do not break new ground in terms of methodology or substantive application,
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and I do not aim to be comprehensive. Rather, I aim to present some existing methods simply using stylized examples,
making them accessible to researchers who analyze and design experiments.

One of the virtues of experiments is that standard analysis is straightforward and relies on well‐known assumptions.
The well‐known local average treatment effect (LATE) assumptions of independence and monotonicity proposed by
Imbens and Angrist (1994) serve as the foundation for my analysis. Vytlacil (2002) constructs a model of selection into
treatment that assumes no more than the LATE assumptions. The model can be interpreted as a generalized Roy (1951)
model of the marginal treatment effect (MTE) introduced by Björklund and Moffitt (1987), in the tradition of Brinch
et al. (2017), Carneiro et al. (2011), Cornelissen et al. (2018), and Heckman and Vytlacil (1999, 2001b, 2005). It has been
used to motivate and formalize ancillary assumptions beyond the LATE assumptions. Here, I depict implications of the
LATE assumptions and ancillary assumptions graphically. In future work, I envision that some researchers will choose
to frame their analyses around such assumptions as I have done in an application to the Canadian National Breast
Screening Study (Kowalski, 2021), and others will prefer to provide an algebraic presentation of the MTE model as I
have done in an application to the Oregon Health Insurance Experiment (Kowalski, forthcoming). The combination of
both papers supercedes previous work in Kowalski (2016). I provide a Stata command in Kowalski et al. (2018).

In Section 2, I depict information from a hypothetical experiment run by a health insurer. I begin by presenting
information required for standard analysis of an experiment. I then present additional information available under the
LATE assumptions that is often unreported. This additional information consists of shares and outcomes of “always
takers” who take up treatment regardless of random assignment, “compliers” who take up treatment according to
random assignment, and “never takers” who do not take up treatment regardless of random assignment, using the
terminology of Angrist et al. (1996), obtained following Abadie (2002, 2003), Imbens and Rubin (1997), and Katz et al.
(2001). Although there can be many types of heterogeneity within an experiment, I focus on heterogeneity across always
takers, compliers, and never takers and how it can inform the impact of particular policies. In one interpretation, an
experiment introduces a new policy for lottery winners that expands the fraction treated in the “intervention arm.” It
continues the current policy for lottery losers that maintains the fraction treated in the “control arm.” Policies that would
contract the fraction treated below the level of treatment in the control arm would induce treatment effects on always
takers, and policies that would expand the fraction treated above the level of treatment in the intervention arm would
induce treatment effects on never takers. In this way, heterogeneity across always takers, compliers, and never takers
informs external validity with respect to policies that expand and contract the fraction treated.

In Section 3, I depict a test for heterogeneous selection as the fraction treated expands and contracts that uses a
subset of the information available on compliers and never takers under the LATE assumptions. In Kowalski
(forthcoming), I refer to this test as the “untreated outcome test,” and my innovation is in the interpretation—I show
that under the LATE assumptions alone, it identifies one specific instance of how selection into treatment varies as the
fraction treated varies, a concept that generalizes the notion of “selection bias” (Angrist, 1998; Heckman et al., 1998),
which is not identified under the LATE assumptions alone when the intervention is binary. This test is equivalent to
tests proposed by Black et al. (2017) and Guo et al. (2014), and generalized by Mogstad et al. (2018). It is also similar to
the Bertanha and Imbens (2014) test proposed for the regression discontinuity context and to the Einav et al. (2010) test
in the insurance literature. This test for heterogeneous selection is a natural precursor to a test for treatment effect
heterogeneity because if outcomes do not differ across groups due to heterogeneous selection effects, then differences
could reflect heterogeneous treatment effects.

In Section 4, I depict a test for treatment effect heterogeneity equivalent to a test proposed by Brinch et al. (2017)
and applied in Kowalski (2021). Brinch et al. (2017) conduct this test under two ancillary assumptions. As I show in
Kowalski (2021), it is possible to conduct the test under only one of their ancillary assumptions; either one will suffice. I
implement the test using the more justifiable assumption, and I discuss how data on covariates can be used to assess its
plausibility. The assumption implies an upper or lower bound on the average treatment effect for always takers, and an
additional assumption can imply an upper or lower bound on the average treatment effect for never takers. Using the
insurance experiment, I discuss how the implied bounds on always and never takers yield specific implications for how
to scale up the treatment.

In Section 5, I demonstrate how stronger assumptions of Angrist (2004), Bertanha and Imbens (2014), Black et al.
(2017), Brinch et al. (2017), Guo et al. (2014), Hausman (1978), Heckman (1979), Huber (2013), and Willis and Rosen
(1979) yield estimates of treatment effects in lieu of bounds. I also discuss how data can inform the plausibility of the
assumptions. Because I do not need stronger assumptions to draw meaningful conclusions about external validity from
the insurance experiment, I introduce a stylized clinical trial for hip replacement surgery to illustrate the implications
of stronger assumptions for external validity.
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The approaches that I discuss here do not supplant other approaches to examine external validity such as subgroup
analysis, LATE‐reweighting, and causal forests (Angrist & Fernandez‐Val, 2013; Hotz et al., 2005; Wager & Athey,
2018). However, I demonstrate that subgroup analysis alone would not be sufficient to reach the same conclusions in
the surgery trial. I conclude by discussing implications for experimental design in Section 6.

2 | AN EXPERIMENT UNDER THE LATE ASSUMPTIONS

Consider the following stylized example. A health insurer rolled out a new wellness plan at one pilot site. For the same
premium, beneficiaries chose between a traditional plan and a wellness plan that offered the same benefits plus gym
membership reimbursement. Based on financials from the pilot site, the insurer thinks that the wellness plan lowers
the average costs that it pays on behalf of beneficiaries. It is considering two options: (1) offering the wellness plan as a
choice at all sites or (2) enrolling all beneficiaries in the wellness plan all sites. However, it recognizes that only 25% of
beneficiaries at the pilot site chose the wellness plan, and those enrollees might not be representative.

Before pursuing either wellness plan expansion option, the insurer decides to gather more evidence by running a
randomized experiment at the pilot site. It mails an informational brochure that promotes the wellness plan to lottery
winners but does not mail a brochure to lottery losers. The treatment, defined relative to current policy, is enrollment
in the wellness plan. There is two‐sided noncompliance, as some lottery winners enroll in the traditional plan and some
lottery losers enroll in the wellness plan. The insurer observes whether each individual wins the lottery and whether
each individual enrolls in the wellness plan. It also observes an outcome for each individual: the average monthly
health care costs that it pays on behalf of each beneficiary.

Standard analysis of an experiment begins by comparing average outcomes in the intervention and control arms. I
depict these outcomes in Figure 1. As shown, the new policy seems to decrease cost because the average outcome (cost
per month) is $17.5 lower in the intervention arm than it is in the control arm. This difference in average outcomes is
often called the “reduced form,” as labeled along the vertical axis, or the “intent to treat (ITT).” It gives an estimate of
the impact of the new policy (the mailing of the informational brochure) on the outcome. In experiments with two‐
sided noncompliance, lottery status does not perfectly determine treatment, so the reduced form does not give an
estimate of the impact of the treatment (enrollment in the wellness plan) on the outcome. Calculation of the reduced
form does not even require data on treatment. Some researchers report only the reduced form.

FIGURE 1 Average outcomes in intervention and control arms under LATE assumptions [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Standard analysis of an experiment next compares the probability of treatment in the control and intervention arms.
By the LATE independence assumption, lottery status is independent of treatment, so I can depict the probability of
treatment in the control and intervention arms along the same horizontal axis in Figure 1. As shown, pC represents the
probability of treatment in the control arm, and pI represents the probability of treatment in the intervention arm.
The difference p p−I C is often called the “first stage.” It gives an estimate of the impact of winning the lottery on the
fraction treated p. In experiments with two‐sided noncompliance, the first stage is less than one. In Figure 1, 25% of
lottery losers and 60% of lottery winners receive treatment, so the first stage implies that winning the lottery increases
the fraction treated by 35 percentage points. That is, the mailing of the informational brochure increases enrollment in
the wellness plan by 35 percentage points.

To obtain an estimate of the impact of the treatment on the outcome, standard analysis of an experiment divides the
reduced form by the first stage. Under the LATE monotonicity assumption, which requires that the new policy either
weakly increases treatment for all participants or weakly decreases treatment for all participants, this quotient gives the
LATE of Imbens and Angrist (1994). Many researchers report the LATE as the single treatment effect that the
experiment isolates. The LATE gives the average treatment effect for “compliers,” individuals whose treatment status is
determined by their random assignment, in the terminology of Angrist et al. (1996). In Figure 1, the LATE of −50
implies that the wellness plan reduces health care costs by $50 per month on average among individuals who take up
the plan if and only if the insurer mails them the informational brochure.

The evidence from the standard analysis of the experiment looks promising. The wellness plan decreases costs for
compliers. But does it decrease costs for all individuals? Is the LATE useful to the insurer in deciding between the two
wellness plan expansion options?

To inform the external validity of the LATE with respect to the expansion options, I consider two groups of
individuals to which the LATE need not apply: “always takers” who take up treatment regardless of random assign-
ment and “never takers” who do not take up treatment regardless of random assignment, in the terminology of Angrist
et al. (1996). Under this terminology, the LATE monotonicity assumption rules out “defiers” who take up treatment if
and only if they lose the lottery (Angrist et al., 1996; Balke & Pearl, 1993), so experiments with two‐sided non-
compliance involve only always takers, compliers, and never takers. Researchers cannot label each individual as an
always taker, complier, or never taker: lottery winners who take up treatment could be always takers or compliers;
lottery losers who do not take up treatment could be compliers or never takers. However, researchers can label lottery
losers who take up treatment as always takers and lottery winners who do not take up treatment as never takers.

The ability to identify some individuals as always or never takers allows researchers to learn more about compliers.
The LATE independence assumption implies that lottery status is independent of whether an individual is an always
taker, complier, or never taker. Therefore, the observed share of treated lottery losers yields an estimate of the share of
always takers in the full sample, and the observed share of untreated lottery winners yields an estimate of the share of
never takers in the full sample. Furthermore, because always and never takers do not change their treatment status
based on their lottery status, their average outcomes should not depend on their lottery status. Using the shares and
average outcomes of always takers and never takers, researchers can estimate the average outcomes of treated and
untreated compliers, as demonstrated by Abadie (2002, 2003), Imbens and Rubin (1997), and Katz et al. (2001).1

To illustrate the calculation of the average outcomes of always takers, compliers, and never takers graphically, I
continue the insurance example in Figure 2. As shown by Imbens and Rubin (1997) and Vytlacil (2002), the LATE
assumptions imply an ordering from always takers to compliers to never takers. Consistent with this ordering, I label
ranges of the horizontal axis that correspond to the shares of each group. On the left, the fraction pC of individuals who
receive treatment regardless of their lottery status are always takers. In the middle, the fraction p p( − )I C of individuals
who receive treatment if and only if they win the lottery are compliers. On the right, the remaining fraction p(1 − )I of
individuals who do not receive treatment regardless of their lottery status are never takers. The intuition behind the
ordering is clear if we interpret the experiment in terms of a policy change that occurs within the intervention arm. In
the experiment as a whole, always takers are the individuals who receive treatment under the current policy, compliers
are the new individuals who can be induced to receive treatment by the policy change, and never takers are the
remaining individuals who could be induced to receive treatment by a future policy change. In the insurance example,
the policy change is the mailing of the informational brochure and the treatment is enrollment in the wellness plan.

Along the vertical axis of Figure 2, I plot average treated and untreated outcomes in the intervention and control
arms over the relevant ranges of the horizontal axis in the dark shading. As shown, the average treated outcome in the
intervention arm is $410, which represents a weighted average of the treated outcomes of always takers and compliers.
The average treated outcome in the control arm is $452, which represents the average treated outcome of always takers.
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Because always takers make up 25% of the full sample and always takers combined with compliers make up 60% of the
full sample, the average treated outcome of compliers is $380 (= (0.6/(0.6− 0.25)) × 410− (0.25/(0.6− 0.25)) × 452), as
depicted in light shading. Similar logic using the untreated outcomes implies that the average untreated outcome of
never takers is $490 and that the average untreated outcome of compliers is $430 (=((1− 0.25)/
(0.6− 0.25)) × 462− ((1− 0.60)/(0.6− 0.25)) × 490), as depicted in light shading. Researchers who would like to re-
plicate these calculations can use the Stata command mtebinary (Kowalski et al., 2018).

As shown by Imbens and Rubin (1997), the LATE is equal to the difference in the average treated and untreated
outcomes of compliers. Accordingly, in Figure 3, I depict an arrow that gives the sign and magnitude of the LATE.
However, I could have obtained the LATE using Figure 1 alone, even if my data would not allow me to construct
Figures 2 and 3. Construction of Figures 2 and 3 requires data on outcomes by lottery status and treatment. In contrast,
construction of Figure 1 only requires data on outcomes by lottery status (for the reduced form) and data on treatment
by lottery status (for the first stage). As shown by Angrist (1990) and Angrist and Krueger (1992), it is possible to obtain
the LATE via the Wald (1940) approach using separate datasets for the reduced form and first stage. Because the LATE
can be obtained using limited data, it stands to reason that it does not capture all available information. Figure 3
provides additional information relative to Figure 1.

Using the additional information depicted in Figure 3, I emphasize that always and never takers are distinct groups
to which the LATE need not apply. In the insurance example, these groups are sizeable. Furthermore, the average
treated outcome of always takers and the average untreated outcome of never takers are known. The average untreated
outcome of always takers and the average treated outcome of never takers are not known. If they could be identified,
then it would be possible to estimate the average treatment effect for each group as the difference between their average
treated and untreated outcomes. Similarly, if they could be bounded, then it would be possible to bound the average
treatment effect for each group, as discussed by Imbens and Rubin (1997). Such bounds could be implied by natural
bounds on the range of outcomes in the tradition of Balke and Pearl (1997), Manski (1990), and Robins (1989), or they
could be implied by ancillary assumptions.

Even in the absence of ancillary assumptions, a researcher examining Figure 3 might conjecture that the LATE is
not equal to the average treatment effect for always and never takers, and is thus not externally valid for all alternative
policies. If the treatment effect were the same for everyone, then why do some individuals select into treatment while

FIGURE 2 Average treated and untreated outcomes in intervention and control arms and average treated and untreated outcomes of
compliers under LATE assumptions [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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others do not, even within the same arm of the experiment? Also, why do the average treated and untreated outcomes
differ across always takers, compliers, and never takers? Is it because their average treatment effects differ? In the next
sections, I interpret the implications of these differences for external validity, first under the LATE assumptions, and
then under ancillary assumptions.

3 | TEST FOR HETEROGENEOUS SELECTION UNDER THE LATE
ASSUMPTIONS

Consider the test of the null hypothesis that the difference between the average untreated outcomes of compliers and
never takers is equal to zero. This test is equivalent or similar to tests proposed by Bertanha and Imbens (2014), Black
et al. (2017), Guo et al. (2014), and generalized by Mogstad et al. (2018). It is also related to the “cost curve” test of
Einav et al. (2010) from the insurance literature when the untreated outcome is uninsured costs (or, in my stylized
example, costs under the traditional plan). In Kowalski (forthcoming), I refer to this as the “untreated outcome test,”
and I provide a novel interpretation for it. I show that under the LATE assumptions, it identifies a specific instance of
heterogeneous selection as the fraction treated p varies. The logic behind this interpretation is simple. Untreated
compliers and never takers do not receive treatment. Therefore, a difference in their outcomes cannot reflect a
difference in the treatment effect. It can only reflect a difference in selection.

Continuing the insurance example, Figure 4 shows that the average untreated outcome of compliers is $60 lower
than the average outcome of never takers. If this difference is statistically different from zero, then the test rejects
selection homogeneity. Statistical significance can be obtained via a variety of approaches, including bootstrapping,
which can account for estimation of the average outcomes as well as their difference.

The sign of the untreated outcome test statistic, the difference in average untreated outcomes between compliers
and never takers, indicates whether selection is positive or negative. In Figure 4, a negative untreated outcome test
statistic indicates negative selection, such that individuals with higher average costs (never takers) select into treatment
after individuals with lower average costs (compliers). When the treatment represents enrollment in an insurance plan,
it is customary to refer to negative selection as “advantageous selection” and positive selection as “adverse selection.”

FIGURE 3 Average outcomes of always takers, compliers, and never takers under LATE assumptions [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Although insurers often face adverse selection, there is a rationale for advantageous selection in the stylized insurance
example: individuals with lower health care costs in the traditional plan have better health behaviors and are therefore
more likely to enroll in the wellness plan that offers gym membership reimbursement.

There can be positive selection on some outcomes and negative selection on others within the same experiment. In
the insurance example, consider a measure of how often beneficiaries go to the gym. Even though there is negative
selection on health care costs, there could be positive selection on how often beneficiaries go to the gym. This positive
selection on gym behavior could help to explain negative selection on health care costs. It could also offer a rationale
for why the treatment effect on health care costs could vary with the fraction treated p. For example, there might be
less scope for the wellness plan to reduce health care costs for beneficiaries who go to the gym more frequently.

The analogous treated outcome test, which tests the null hypothesis that the difference between the average treated
outcomes of always takers and compliers is equal to zero, has also been considered by the literature that examines tests
similar or equivalent to the untreated outcome test (Bertanha & Imbens, 2014; Black et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2014). In the
insurance literature, the treated outcome test is related to the “cost curve” test of Einav et al. (2010) when the treated
outcome is insured costs (or, in my stylized example, costs under the wellness plan). In Kowalski (forthcoming), I
emphasize that the treated outcome test does not isolate heterogeneous selection. For this reason, I do not recommend
running the treated outcome test, but I discuss it here to illustrate why it does not isolate heterogeneous selection.

Continuing the insurance example, consider the treated outcome test depicted in Figure 5. It shows that the average
outcome of always takers is $72 higher than the average treated outcome of compliers. Assume that this difference is
statistically different from zero, so the treated outcome test rejects. This result could be entirely due to heterogeneous
selection from always takers to compliers, which would be the case if the average treatment effects for both groups
were equal. In that case, the average treatment effect for always takers would be equal to the LATE of −$50, and the
average untreated outcome of always takers would be $402 (=452− 50). Alternatively, the result of the treated outcome
test could be entirely due to treatment effect heterogeneity from always takers to compliers, which would be the case if
there were no selection heterogeneity across the two groups. In that case, the average untreated outcome of always
takers would be equal to the average untreated outcome of compliers of $430, and the average treatment effect for
always takers would be an increase of $22 (=452− 430). It is also possible that the treated outcome test could reflect a

FIGURE 4 Untreated outcome test rejects: Test statistic shows negative selection under LATE assumptions [Color figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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combination of nonzero selection heterogeneity and nonzero treatment effect heterogeneity, which would be the case if
the average untreated outcome of always takers were anything other than $402 or $430. As shown, the treated outcome
test reflects selection heterogeneity plus treatment effect heterogeneity, while the untreated outcome test can only
reflect selection heterogeneity.

It is tempting to think that the treated outcome test should have the same implications as the untreated outcome
test because the distinction between treated and untreated should be immaterial. However, as I discuss in Kowalski
(forthcoming), the distinction between treated and untreated is material to the definition of the treatment and thus to
the definitions of the treatment effect, treatment effect heterogeneity, and selection heterogeneity. The treatment effect
is defined as the treated outcome minus the untreated outcome, not the untreated outcome minus the treated outcome.
Therefore, the treatment effect has magnitude and direction, which is why I depict the local average treatment effect
with an arrow in the figures. Renaming the treated the untreated and vice versa might seem inconsequential, but such
a swap would change the direction of the arrow. The swap would also change the definitions of selection and treatment
effect heterogeneity. The treated outcome test would detect only selection, and the untreated outcome test would detect
a combination of selection and treatment effect heterogeneity, creating a different but no less material distinction
between the tests.

The distinction between treated and untreated outcomes forms the foundation for the tests for heterogeneous
treatment effects that I present in the next sections. The tests use differences in untreated outcomes to motivate
ancillary assumptions. The assumptions purge selection heterogeneity from treated outcomes to isolate treatment effect
heterogeneity.

4 | TEST FOR HETEROGENEOUS TREATMENT EFFECTS UNDER
ANCILLARY ASSUMPTIONS

Brinch et al. (2017) propose a test for treatment effect heterogeneity that relies on two ancillary assumptions beyond the
LATE assumptions: (1) weak monotonicity of untreated outcomes in the fraction treated p, and (2) weak monotonicity of
treated outcomes in the fraction treated p. As I show in Kowalski (2021) and demonstrate here, the test only requires one

FIGURE 5 Treated outcome test rejects: Test statistic shows positive selection and/or treatment effect heterogeneity under LATE
assumptions [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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of their ancillary assumptions; either one is sufficient. It is harder to justify the assumption of weak monotonicity of
treated outcomes because variation in treated outcomes can reflect treatment effect heterogeneity as well as selection
heterogeneity. I prefer not to make an opaque assumption about treatment effect heterogeneity to test for treatment effect
heterogeneity. I therefore proceed under the assumption of weak monotonicity of untreated outcomes, which is easier to
justify because variation in untreated outcomes only reflects selection heterogeneity.

Researchers can justify the assumption of weak monotonicity of untreated outcomes using institutional details about
their experiments. The assumption is easiest to justify if there is a plausible mechanism for differential gain from selection
that is correlated with untreated outcomes. Such a gain need not be measured in terms of the main outcome of interest. In
the insurance example, it is plausible that individuals with lower costs under the traditional plan are healthier and more
likely to enroll in the wellness plan because they will be more likely to gain financially from the gym membership
reimbursement. This gain to the enrollee is a loss to the insurer in terms of the main outcome of interest: its monthly costs.

Covariates collected at baseline before the experiment can also justify or call into question the assumption of weak
monotonicity of untreated outcomes. Unlike untreated outcomes, which are not observed for always takers, baseline
covariates can be observed for always takers, compliers, and never takers. Baseline covariates can thus serve as a proxy
for untreated outcomes for all individuals. In the insurance example, baseline body mass index (BMI) can serve as a
proxy for costs under the traditional plan because both are likely correlated with underlying health. The monotonic
relationship in baseline BMI shown in Figure 6 lends support to the assumption of weak monotonicity of untreated
outcomes. It shows that in terms of baseline BMI, healthier people are more likely to enroll in the wellness plan.

Figure 7 depicts the implications of the assumption of weak monotonicity of untreated outcomes in the insurance
example. As discussed previously, the LATE monotonicity assumption implies an ordering from always takers to compliers
to never takers along the horizontal axis. The ancillary assumption of weak monotonicity of untreated outcomes implies the
same ordering along the vertical axis. Because the average untreated outcome of compliers is smaller than the average
untreated outcome of never takers, yielding a negative untreated outcome test statistic, the ancillary assumption of weak
monotonicity of untreated outcomes implies an upper bound on the average untreated outcome of always takers.

As depicted, the upper bound on the average untreated outcome of always takers implies a lower bound on the average
treatment effect for always takers, which indicates that the wellness plan increases their average costs by at least $22. In
contrast, the LATE indicates that the wellness plan decreases average costs by $50 for compliers. Because the bound excludes

FIGURE 6 Monotonicity of baseline body mass index lends support to the ancillary assumption of weak monotonicity of untreated
outcomes [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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the LATE, the test rejects the null hypothesis of treatment effect homogeneity under the single assumption that untreated
outcomes are weakly monotonic in the fraction treated p. Allowing for settings in which the lower bound could instead be
an upper bound because of selection heterogeneity in the opposite direction, the test rejects if the product of the untreated
outcome test statistic and the difference between the bound on the average treatment effect for always takers and the LATE
is negative, as shown algebraically in Figure 7.2 It is straightforward to visualize that the test would also reject under the
single assumption that treated outcomes are weakly monotonic in the fraction treated p, demonstrating that either of the
Brinch et al. (2017) ancillary assumptions is sufficient to test the null of treatment effect homogeneity.

What could explain the pattern of treatment effect heterogeneity shown in Figure 7? Baseline covariates show that
always takers have lower body mass index than compliers, and the assumption of weak monotonicity of untreated
outcomes in the fraction treated p implies that always takers would have lower insurer costs in the traditional plan.
Why then, would the wellness plan increase insurer costs for always takers but decrease them for compliers? Recall
that the wellness plan offers gym membership reimbursement. It is plausible that the wellness plan increases insurer
costs for always takers because the gym membership reimbursement crowds out an expense that they were already
making. Therefore, insurer costs increase through the reimbursement but do not decrease on other dimensions
through improved health. In contrast, the wellness plan decreases insurer costs for compliers because it induces them
to take up a new gym membership, which decreases insurer costs on net.

The treatment effect heterogeneity between always takers and compliers depicted in Figure 7 has important
implications for external validity. The LATE implies that the wellness plan decreases costs by $50 for compliers, but
costs must increase by at least $22 for always takers, so the LATE cannot be externally valid for all alternative policies.
However, the insurer is interested in whether the LATE is externally valid with respect to two specific policy options
that would expand the wellness plan. The first option is to rollout the wellness plan at all sites just as it did last year
at the pilot site, without the informational mailing. Figure 7 implies that the rollout of the wellness plan increased costs
at the pilot site because the only enrollees were always takers. Based on the narrative for the patterns of selection and
treatment effect heterogeneity observed at the pilot site, it could be reasonable for the insurer to assume that those
patterns would also apply at other sites: individuals with lower insurer costs in the traditional plan and lower body
mass index would enroll, and insurer costs would increase because of the gym reimbursement. Therefore, the first
policy option, rolling out the wellness plan as an option at all sites, would not make sense.

FIGURE 7 Test for treatment effect homogeneity rejects under ancillary assumption of weak monotonicity of untreated outcomes:
Average treatment effect bound for always takers [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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However, the design of the policy in the intervention arm within the experiment suggests an alternative policy
option: rolling out the wellness plan at other sites in conjunction with the informational mailing. At the pilot site, costs
increased by at least $22 for always takers, who represent 25% of beneficiaries, decreased by $50 for compliers, who
represent 35% of beneficiaries, and remained unchanged for never takers, who represent 40% of beneficiaries.
Therefore, assuming negligible costs for the informational mailing, as long as the insurer believes that costs did not
increase by more than $70 (=(50 × 0.35)/0.25) for always takers, then the combination of the wellness plan and the
informational mailing decreased its costs at the pilot site, and it could decrease costs at other sites.

The insurer also has its second wellness plan expansion option to consider: would it make more sense to enroll all
beneficiaries at all sites in the wellness plan? To understand the impact of this option, the insurer needs information on
the average treatment effect for never takers. Weak monotonicity of untreated outcomes is not sufficient to yield any
meaningful conclusions about the average treatment effect for never takers because it is their treated outcomes that are
unobserved. Although weak monotonicity of treated outcomes would yield meaningful conclusions, such an as-
sumption is harder to justify as discussed. An alternative is to impose an additional ancillary assumption of weak
monotonicity of treatment effects in conjunction with weak monotonicity of untreated outcomes. This approach is
transparent because it makes assumptions about selection and treatment effect heterogeneity separately.

Researchers can again turn to institutional details of their experiments and data on covariates to justify an addi-
tional ancillary assumption of weak monotonicity of treatment effects. Suppose that before the experiment began, the
insurer asked all beneficiaries at the pilot site how likely they would be to join a gym if offered gym membership
reimbursement. It found that on average, always takers report that they would be the most likely to join a gym and
never takers report that they would be the least likely to do so. However, given that the wellness plan decreases average
insurer costs by more for compliers than for always takers, it is plausible that average costs would decrease by even
more for never takers. Recall that never takers are the least healthy as measured by their baseline body mass index, so
they have the biggest potential for insurer cost reductions through improved health. Thus, the variation in the
likelihood of joining a gym observed across always takers, compliers, and never takers can support an additional
ancillary assumption of weak monotonicity of treatment effects in the fraction treated p.

Figure 8 depicts the implications of an additional ancillary assumption of weak monotonicity of treatment effects.
Under the assumption of weak monotonicity of untreated outcomes alone, the average treatment effect for always

FIGURE 8 Treatment effect bounds for always takers and never takers under ancillary assumptions of weak monotonicity of untreated
outcomes and weak monotonicity of treatment effects [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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takers must be weakly greater than the average treatment effect for compliers. Weak monotonicity of treatment effects
then implies that the average treatment effect for compliers is weakly greater than the average treatment effect for
never takers. Therefore, the LATE of −$50 gives an upper bound on the average treatment effect for never takers.

This upper bound helps to inform external validity with respect to the second expansion option of enrolling all
beneficiaries in the wellness plan. It implies that the wellness plan decreases insurer costs by at least $50 per person for
the 40% of beneficiaries that are never takers. At the same time, the wellness plan increases insurer costs by at least $22
per person for the 25% of beneficiaries that are always takers and decreases costs by $50 per person for the 35% of
beneficiaries that are compliers. These bounds do not imply a bound on the average treatment effect across all
beneficiaries. However, it is possible to calculate the average cost increase for always takers that would make the
insurer indifferent between enrolling all beneficiaries in the wellness plan and enrolling all beneficiaries in the
traditional plan at the pilot site. As long as the average cost does not increase by more than $150
(=(50 × 0.4 + 50 × 0.35)/0.25) per month for always takers, the insurer is better off enrolling all beneficiaries in the
wellness plan. An extra $150 per month for always takers would bring their average cost to $580, which is much higher
than the average cost for never takers, who have the highest costs, so it is plausible that the best wellness expansion
option for the insurer is to enroll all beneficiaries in the wellness plan. This option strictly dominates the option of
simply keeping the wellness plan as a choice at the pilot site.

But how should the insurer think about the merits of the expansion options beyond the pilot site? One traditional
approach is to estimate LATEs within subgroups determined by covariates available at the pilot site and the site of
interest and then re‐weight those LATEs. Such an approach only informs the impact of the wellness plan for compliers
who respond to the informational mailing, which is not necessarily relevant for either expansion option. To augment
such an approach, the insurer could examine covariates at the additional sites that vary with the fraction treated p at
the pilot site. For example, if a site of interest has an average body mass index that is comparable to that of the always
takers, then the insurer might be wary of expanding the wellness program to all beneficiaries at that site.

5 | TESTS FOR HETEROGENEOUS TREATMENT EFFECTS UNDER
STRONGER ANCILLARY ASSUMPTIONS

Thus far, I have demonstrated how researchers can reject the null of treatment effect homogeneity under the ancillary
assumption of weak monotonicity of untreated outcomes in the fraction treated p. They can impose stronger as-
sumptions to generate more powerful tests and to obtain estimates of average treatment effects for always and never
takers instead of bounds. Although it is natural to progress from weaker assumptions to stronger assumptions in
empirical work, stronger assumptions were proposed first. To illustrate stronger assumptions, I present a second
stylized example in which I cannot reject treatment effect homogeneity under weak monotonicity of untreated out-
comes and treatment effects, but I can under stronger assumptions.

Suppose researchers at a large hospital want to evaluate the impact of outpatient hip replacement surgery as
compared to inpatient hip replacement surgery. Unlike inpatient surgery, outpatient surgery aims to send patients
home on the same day. Potential benefits include reduced infection risk due to decreased time at the hospital, increased
patient satisfaction from rehabilitation at home, and reduced health care costs. Data from the hospital records show
that the rate of subsequent hip fractures is lower among patients who undergo outpatient surgery, consistent with
higher quality and reduced cost. However, the researchers are concerned that patients who receive outpatient surgery
might be systematically different from patients who receive inpatient surgery. To gather more evidence, they conduct a
randomized trial. They choose trial participants from the population of patients scheduled to have hip replacement
surgery and randomly assign them to a default of outpatient surgery (the new policy in the intervention arm) or
inpatient surgery (the current policy in the control arm). Patients can consult with their doctors before choosing
whether to proceed with their default surgery type, which leads to two‐sided noncompliance with the treatment,
receipt of outpatient surgery. The main outcome of interest is hip fracture within 6 months after surgery.

Results from the trial show that the average subsequent hip fracture rate is 2.75 percentage points lower in the
intervention arm than it is in the control arm. The corresponding LATE depicted in Figure 9 implies that the treatment
reduces the subsequent hip fracture rate for compliers by 5 percentage points on average. Moreover, the researchers
find that the LATE is negative within all subgroups that they define by age, sex, and comorbidity score. Based on this
promising evidence, should they go beyond recommending outpatient surgery as the default and mandate it for
everyone? Or should they instead provide a subsidy to patients who undergo outpatient surgery?
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To answer these questions, the researchers can begin by testing for heterogeneous selection within the trial under
the LATE assumptions. The untreated outcome test statistic in Figure 9 is negative, implying selection heterogeneity
such that the average subsequent hip fracture rate is 3 percentage points lower for untreated compliers than it is for
never takers. This selection heterogeneity is consistent with the explanation that patients who are sicker are more
likely to receive inpatient surgery because it allows for more direct supervision, which could justify an ancillary
assumption of monotonicity of untreated outcomes. Baseline comorbidity score, which serves as a proxy for un-
derlying health, also provides support for such an assumption. The average baseline comorbidity score increases
from always takers to compliers to never takers. This evidence can also provide support for an assumption of weak
monotonicity of treatment effects if there is reason to believe that patients with fewer comorbidities will respond
better to outpatient surgery.

As shown in Figure 9, the ancillary assumption of weak monotonicity of untreated outcomes implies a lower bound
on the average treatment effect for always takers. The product of the untreated outcome test statistic and the difference
between the lower bound on the average treatment effect for always takers and the LATE is positive, so the test fails to
reject the null of treatment effect homogeneity. Moreover, the additional ancillary assumption of weak monotonicity of
treatment effects does not provide an informative bound on the average treatment effect for never takers in the sense
that the average treatment effect for never takers could be greater or less than the LATE.

Even though the researchers cannot reject the null hypothesis of treatment effect homogeneity under weak
monotonicity assumptions, they might be able to do so under stronger assumptions. One such set of stronger as-
sumptions is linearity of untreated outcomes and treatment effects in the fraction treated p. Linearity assumptions are
established in the literature. Olsen (1980) imposes linearity of treated outcomes, while Brinch et al. (2017) impose
linearity of untreated and treated outcomes to test the null hypothesis of treatment effect homogeneity. Angrist (2004),
Bertanha and Imbens (2014), Black et al. (2017) Guo et al. (2014), Hausman (1978), and Huber (2013) propose
equivalent or similar tests, but they do not all explicitly state linearity assumptions. Linearity of untreated and treated
outcomes is equivalent to linearity of untreated outcomes and treatment effects. However, I prefer to make assump-
tions on untreated outcomes and treatment effects because they are more transparent to motivate and assess.

Data on covariates can lend support to linearity assumptions, as I demonstrate in Kowalski (forthcoming). Con-
tinuing the surgery example, suppose the observed monotonic relationship in the average baseline comorbidity score is

FIGURE 9 Test for treatment effect homogeneity does not reject under ancillary assumption of weak monotonicity of untreated
outcomes: Bound on average treatment effect for always takers [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIGURE 10 Linearity of baseline comorbidity score lends support to the ancillary assumptions of linearity of untreated outcomes and
linearity of treatment effects [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 11 Test for treatment effect homogeneity rejects under stronger ancillary assumptions of linearity of untreated outcomes and
linearity of treatment effects: Treatment effect estimates [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

linear across always takers, compliers, and never takers, as depicted in Figure 10. Linear variation in the comorbidity
score can support ancillary assumptions of linearity of untreated outcomes and treatment effects.

Figure 11 demonstrates the implications of the ancillary linearity assumptions in the surgery example. As in
Kowalski (forthcoming), I refer to the function that specifies how untreated outcomes vary with the fraction treated p
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as the marginal untreated outcome function MUO(p) for consistency with the corresponding function for treatment
effects, which is commonly called the marginal treatment effect function MTE(p). These functions are marginal
functions in the sense that it is possible to obtain average quantities from them using weights over the fraction treated p
following Brinch et al. (2017), Carneiro et al. (2011), Heckman and Vytlacil (1999, 2001b, 2005), and Kowalski
(forthcoming). Linearity of untreated outcomes and treatment effects in the fraction treated p implies that the MUO
and MTE functions are linear. The sum of the MUO and MTE functions yields the marginal treated outcome function
MTO(p). The MTO function is also linear in Figure 11 because the MUO and MTE functions are linear.

The ancillary linearity assumptions preserve the LATE of−5 while also yielding an estimate of the treatment effect
at every fraction treated p, as depicted by the marginal treatment effect function MTE(p) in Figure 11. As shown, the
MTE function has a positive slope. Statistical significance of the slope can be obtained via bootstrap as in Brinch et al.
(2017) and Kowalski (forthcoming). I do not recommend plotting confidence intervals for the MTE function, as doing
so would convey statistical significance at a particular fraction treated p, which could be misleading about the
statistical significance of quantities derived from the MTE function, such as its slope. Instead, I recommend reporting
confidence intervals on those quantities directly. If the slope of the MTE function is statistically significant, the test for
treatment effect homogeneity rejects under the ancillary linearity assumptions.

The positively sloped MTE function in Figure 11 implies that the LATE cannot be externally valid for all policies.
However, the researchers are interested in whether the LATE is externally valid with respect to two specific options.
The first option is to mandate outpatient surgery for everyone. This option would enroll all never takers. The average
treatment effect obtained by averaging the MTE function over the support of the fraction treated p for never takers
shows that an outpatient surgery mandate would increase the average subsequent hip fracture rate for never takers by
approximately 1.6 percentage points. Therefore, it is not sensible to choose a mandate over the policy of recommending
outpatient surgery as the default.

However, instead of a mandate, should the researchers provide a subsidy to patients who undergo outpatient
surgery? To understand the impact of this option, the researchers assume that anyone who is shifted into treatment by
the recommendation cannot be shifted out by the subsidy and vice versa.3 Given the slope of the MTE function, the
researchers want to set the subsidy just large enough to expand the fraction treated to the optimal level of approxi-
mately 78%, denoted by p* in Figure 11, so that only the patients who benefit from outpatient surgery are induced to
receive it. In practice, they can adjust the subsidy over time if they overshoot or undershoot.

Covariates can also offer guidance on how to set the subsidy. To determine which covariates explain treatment
effect heterogeneity, researchers can incorporate them into an MTE function under shape restrictions, as demonstrated
in Kowalski (forthcoming). In the surgery example, linearity of the baseline comorbidity score in the fraction treated p
implies that incorporating it into the linear MTE function under an additive separability restriction will make the MTE
function flat, indicating that this covariate explains all treatment effect heterogeneity. The increase in the comorbidity
score in the fraction treated p implies that the level of the MTE function for each value of the comorbidity score will
increase as the comorbidity score increases. As long as the MTE function for a particular value of the comorbidity score
is negative, patients with that value of the comorbidity score will benefit. This result could be useful to the researchers
pursuing the subsidy option because instead of guessing the right subsidy level, they could offer outpatient surgery only
to those patients who have low enough comorbidity scores to benefit.

Subgroup analysis does not offer similar insights into the optimal fraction treated p. It does not require ancillary
assumptions or shape restrictions, but it delivers more limited results. In the surgery example, although the researchers
estimated a negative LATE within all subgroups that they defined by age, sex, and comorbidity score, these LATEs only
apply to compliers. The LATEs can possibly be negative within all subgroups even if there are positive treatment effects
for always or never takers. Furthermore, subgroup analysis and LATE‐reweighting are limited by which covariates the
researchers have and how they use them to form subgroups. Researchers relying solely on subgroup analysis might
erroneously conclude that treatment effects are homogeneous if they lack the right covariates. In contrast, if the linear
MTE function has a nonzero slope and none of the available covariates make it flat, then they will know to keep
looking for other covariates that can explain treatment effect heterogeneity. Even in the extreme case where values of
the comorbidity score perfectly distinguish between always takers, compliers, and never takers, subgroup analysis need
not completely uncover treatment effect heterogeneity because the LATEs cannot be estimated within subgroups in
which all participants are treated or untreated. If researchers only report subgroup analysis among subgroups in which
they can obtain estimates, they can erroneously conclude that all treatment effects are negative, even if treatment
effects are positive within subgroups determined by a covariate that completely explains treatment effect heterogeneity.
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Alternative ancillary assumptions that identify the MTE function at every fraction treated p also allow for tests of
treatment effect heterogeneity and estimates of average treatment effects for always and never takers. For example, Kline
and Walters (2019) show that the distributional assumptions made by the “Heckit” estimator of Heckman (1979) and the
estimator used by Mroz (1987) identify the MTE function at every fraction treated p. The assumptions made by Willis and
Rosen (1979) also identify the MTE function at every fraction treated p. As another example, Brinch et al. (2017) propose
that MUO and MTO functions are quadratic and monotonic over the fraction treated from 0 to 1, and those assumptions
identify the MTE function at every fraction treated p. If covariates are available, it is also possible to use them to estimate
more flexible forms for the MTE function, as in Brinch et al. (2017), Carneiro et al. (2011), Carneiro and Lee (2009), Kline
and Walters (2016), Kowalski (2016), and Maestas et al. (2013) under additional shape restrictions.

While I consider expansion options within the hospital in the surgery example, researchers can also use the MUO
and MTE functions from one hospital to examine potential expansion options at other hospitals. Evaluating whether a
treatment effect estimated in one context is externally valid to policies in another context requires an additional
assumption that both contexts have the same underlying MUO and MTE functions. I refer interested readers to
Kowalski (forthcoming), where I demonstrate how examination of covariates, institutional details, and related out-
comes can motivate such an assumption.

6 | IMPLICATIONS FOR EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

To strengthen the case for external validity, researchers should design the new policy implemented within the in-
tervention arm to be as similar as possible to the policy of interest. Heckman and Vytlacil (2001a, 2007) make this
insight clear with the concept of “policy‐relevant treatment effects.” For any treatment, there can be multiple policies
that affect takeup, and each policy can generate different sets of always takers, compliers, and never takers. For
example, never takers in an experiment that involves a mailing might be compliers in an experiment that involves a
phone call. Therefore, the average treatment effects for always takers, compliers, and never takers—and more gen-
erally, the shape of the MTE function—depend on the new policy introduced in the intervention arm.

Researchers risk weakening the case for external validity if they design the new policy to force perfect compliance
when the policy of interest would not force all individuals to receive treatment. Some researchers do so to increase power.
Others do so with the goal of estimating a LATE that can be interpreted as the average treatment effect in a given
population. However, unless the policy of interest would also force all individuals to receive treatment, an experiment
with perfect compliance is not superior to an experiment with noncompliance for purposes of external validity.

Researchers also risk weakening the case for external validity if they design the new policy to generate always and
never takers that would not arise under the policy of interest, either because the policy of interest would involve
different always or never takers or because it would not involve any always or never takers. Some policies naturally do
not involve any always takers, especially if they introduce treatments that are not available otherwise. If there are no
always takers, the untreated outcome test can still identify heterogeneous selection. Without always and never takers,
the tests for heterogeneous treatment effects discussed in this paper cannot be applied without further assumptions.

Researchers should only design experiments to apply the tests discussed in this paper if those tests will inform
external validity to policies of interest. In the insurance example, because the insurer was considering a policy
that would enroll everyone in the wellness plan, it would have been better served by an experiment that would do just
that, even though there would have been no never takers. Instead of introducing a new policy within the experiment
that involved an informational mailing, it could have tested its two main policy options directly.

Researchers interested in external validity to a range of policies might want to consider designing experiments that
introduce a range of policies. Several experimental designs involve a range of policies, including those discussed in
Ashraf et al. (2010), Basu (2015), Berry et al. (2020), Burtless and Hausman (1978), Chassang et al. (2012), and Narita
(2018), among others. In the insurance example, researchers could implement such a design by offering a range of
subsidies for enrollment in the wellness plan.

Designs that involve a range of policies potentially involve a loss of power, but they have important advantages for
the examination of external validity. Specifically, they have the potential to identify selection and treatment effect
heterogeneity even if there are no always and never takers. Under monotonicity conditions recently formalized by
Mogstad et al. (2020), researchers can identify selection and treatment effect heterogeneity over a range of the fraction
treated. Such experimental variation in the fraction treated can also allow researchers to investigate the concern that
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treatment effects change as the fraction treated changes because of general equilibrium factors, especially if the
variation is across experiments as in Lee et al. (2020).

Beyond designing the policies introduced within experiments thoughtfully, researchers should collect data to facilitate
examination of external validity. To apply the approaches discussed in this paper, it is imperative to collect data that allow
tabulations of outcomes by lottery status and treatment. It is also useful to collect data that allow similar tabulations of
covariates. Data on covariates can also facilitate comparisons across experiments (Angrist & Fernandez‐Val, 2013; Hotz
et al., 2005; Wager & Athey, 2018). Approaches to assess external validity across experiments are even more powerful
when used in concert with approaches to assess external validity within experiments.
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ENDNOTES
1 These approaches also allow researchers to estimate the distributions of outcomes of treated and untreated compliers, which paves the way
for examination of treatment effect heterogeneity within compliers, as in Heckman et al. (1997). Here, I focus on treatment effect
heterogeneity across always takers, compliers, and never takers.

2 In Kowalski (2021), I propose to implement the test in this way, which is straightforward to implement with a bootstrap procedure. Brinch
et al. (2017) take a different approach. They test the signs of the treated and untreated outcome test statistics separately and then test if
they are equal by accounting for multiple hypothesis testing using a Bonferroni correction, which could decrease power relative to the
implementation I propose.

3 I thank an anonymous referee for suggesting this characterization of a “common monotonicity” assumption.
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